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This article continues our first paper on this topic. In this article we first continue our review 
of the technique of iterated forcing and reflection by describing the machinery developed for 
reflection from a weakly compact cardinal. Next we present more applications of the technique 
to show conditions under which nonmetrizability, nonparacompactness, or nondevelopability 
reflect. In the final section we present yet another proof of the normal Moore space conjecture 
which avoids elementary embeddings by using filter combinatorics and provides a quick path to 
the solution for those less interested in generally applicable techniques. 
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This is a continuation of [3]. Our numbering of theorems, etc. reflects that. In 
this part we deal with weakly compact reflection, topological applications other 
than collectionwise normality, a combinatorial proof of the consistency of the normal 
Moore space conjecture, and end with a short historical section. 
4. Weakly compact reflection 
If K is supercompact, properties of arbitrary h 2 K reflect down below K. If K is 
only weakly compact, the reflection phenomena only operate at K. Weak compactness 
is indeed a much weaker assumption, so much so that the existence of a weakly 
compact cardinal is compatible with V= L. There are weakly compact versions of 
Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 3.2.1, namley we restrict X and 93 to 
have cardinality G K, and require @ to be II: (defined below). 
* This paper together with [3] supersedes the oft-promised “A new proof of the consistency of the 
normal Moore space conjecture”, by the latter two authors. 
** The authors acknowledge support from NSERC operating grants U-0310, A-7354, A-3185 respec- 
tively. 
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These versions are topologically interesting-see for example [21] where they are 
used to prove Con(3 weak compact) implies Con(locally compact normal spaces 
of weight ~2~0 are collectionwise normal). More simply, one gets Con(3 weak 
compact) -+ Con(norma1 manifolds are collectionwise normal) [ 161 since com- 
ponents have cardinality SC. The specific topological result we are after here is 
Theorem 4.0. Let K be weakly compact. Adjoin K many Cohen reals. Then normal 
spaces of character <K and size C K are collectionwise normal. 
There are two reasonable ways of approaching this result at this point. One is to 
use a model-theoretical approach similar to the supercompact proof of the previous 
section, using the Keisler extension characterization of weak compactness (see e.g. 
[ 12, p. 1131). Probably more natural and conceptually simpler is to use the method 
of l7: -reflection. 
Definition. Consider a language with a two-place relation symbol “E” and two sorts 
of variables, one (“first-order”) to be thought of as ranging over elements of the 
universe and the other (“second-order”) ranging over subsets of the universe. II: 
is the class of formulas in this language which have at most one block of 
universal second-order quantifiers followed by a formula with at most first-order 
quantifiers. We say that a cardinal K is II:-indescribable if for any n E w, whenever 
0 is II: in n free second-order variables and R, , . . . , R, s V,, then 
(V,,E,R,,...,R,)~~(R,,..., R,) implies there is an LY < K such that ( VU, E, R, n 
v . . . . R,nVV,)+ @(R,nV,,..., 
altually stationarily many such CV.) 
R, n V,). (It is not difficult to see there are 
In order to avoid questions of model theory not germane to our concerns, we 
interpret “(V,, E, R,, . . . , R,) F @(RI,. . . , R,)” to simply mean that the statement 
in the usual language of set theory, augmented by the relation symbols &, . . . , &,, 
obtained by relativizing all first-order quantifiers in 0 to V, and all second-order 
quantifiers to V,,,, holds in V when evaluated at R,, . . . , R,. 
For strongly inaccessible cardinals, I7:-indescribability is equivalent to weak 
compactness. Let us also recall for future reference that a cardinal is Mahlo if it 
has stationarily many strongly inaccessible cardinals below it. If a cardinal is weakly 
compact, it has stationarily many Mahlos below it. (All this can be gleaned from [12].) 
A concept logicians use frequently is that of a set of formula coding some 
information. We hesitate to attempt to give a precise definition here, but some 
examples should clarify the idea. The characteristic function of a set codes the set. 
If the rational intervals in R have been listed, a sequence of natural numbers codes 
an open set of reals, namely the union of those rational intervals whose index 
appears in the sequence. Thus a code enables the reconstruction of the object being 
coded. In the application at hand, we could code a topological structure of character 
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involving only parameters for subsets of V,, with all quantifiers restricted to V,, 
then p lkpLI if and only if V, b (p IF? 0). In particular then, if @“x is n:, say @“x 
is (VE)[E E V, + Y(E, ii?)], then p Ikp@ if and only if for every ,!? E V,, 
(v,, E,P, IF3 i= (-P IF: w, a>. 
Therefore given a closed unbounded subset C of K, we may reflect to a Mahlo 
AEC for which PA is A-cc, PnV,EP*, and for every 8sV,, (v,,~,pnV,, 
I2*, 2kf-1 V,) I= (pn VA It-X Y[k, 2tn VA]). 
Every nice PA-name for a subset of VA is a subset of VA, so 
(VA,E,PnV,,I+FA, i&n VA) k (p n VA IF?* @(&n V,)), 
whence by the same argument as above, 
p n VA IFpA @(ftn VA). 
But @“A is preserved, so 
p n v, I$DV^(%h V,). 
pn K zpp so, finally 
V[G] k @[Zn VA]. 0 
Note. Although in this paper we have no need to deal with Mahlo cardinals instead 
of just strongly inaccessible ones, there are occasions in which an iteration is “nice” 
at Mahlo stages, so it seemed worthwhile to prove the slightly sharper result. 
For the particular application we are interested in, note that “9 is an unseparated 
discrete collection in X, a topological space of size SK and character x < K” can 
be expressed as a n: statement about a topological structure. Thus Theorem 4.0 
follows, since if we reflect to A > x our coding will give us that 2 n V, is a topological 
substrucure of ,!?? and so S? will have a “small” unseparated discrete collection, 
contradiction. 
We leave to the reader the modifications needed to make the whole argument 
work if we only assume the character of each point is less than K. Occasionally one 
only needs to reflect first order or _Z: formulas. In that case one can modify Theorem 
4.1, only assuming a Mahlo, and reflect to a (not stationarily many) strong inacces- 
sible. Details are left to the reader. 
5. Other topological applications 
The applications of endowments we have so far given use only 2-linkage. n- 
dowments were used by Tall in [20] to extend the results we have proved about 
normal spaces to countably paracompact submetacompact spaces, and in particular 
to prove that adjoining supercompact many Cohen reals makes countably paracom- 
pact Moore spaces metrizable. The reflection argument (which is not given there) 
is essentially the same; the innovation is to use n-linkage for each n to get a sequence 
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of functions in the ground model giving better and better approximations of a 
function in the extension. 
There are a number of applications of PMEA to questions of decomposing 
Borel-additive or analytic-additive families of sets [ 10, 11,7]. We do not pretend to 
have checked them all out but it looks as if the applications of PMEA can be 
replaced by more intuitive proofs using n-dowments, and so in particular these 
results hold in Cohen models. In [ 111 Junnila gives relationships between these 
decompositions and collectionwise normality kinds of properties, so we shall sketch 
a proof of one of these latter PMEA conclusions which does not require much new 
terminology. Call a space S-normal (collectionwise S-normal) if in the definition of 
normality (collectionwise normality) the closed sets are separated by G8 (i.e., 
S-normalized (S-separated)) rather than by open sets. 
Theorem 5.1. Adjoin supercompact many Cohen reals. Then S-normal spaces of char- 
acter <c ure collectionwise &normal. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.4 above, it will suffice to S-separate a cofinite 
subset of the collection. The verification of this claim can be safely left to the reader 
after she sees the rest of the sketch. Let p force that {fn}n<w are the neighbourhood 
assignments in the extension such that n,,<, E,,, E = 0, 1, are disjoint, where 
E,, = IJ {fn(y): y E Y, & G(y) = e}. For each k < o let hnk represent fn via a k- 
dowment in the ground model. Let K, = n,<, nkcw {h,k(y): y E Y,}. Claim the K, 
s-separate the Y,, y $ dom p. Suppose not, suppose x E K, n K,,. Let A = 
{(y, 0), (y’, 1)). There is a condition q s p n A with domain of size k and there is an 
n such that q IF 2 is in at most one of E‘,,,. x is in hnk(y) A hnk(y’) for some y E K,, 
y’~ K,,. There are ak,n, a:,, deciding fn at y and y’ respectively such that 0 # q n uk+ n 
al,, . Call this condition r. Then 
rl~-a(hnk(y’))“n(h,k(y’))“~~k(YI)ng,,();’)c &,On&,l, 
contradiction. 0 
We will now give some different applications of n-dowments. They are noteworthy 
in that they do not actually use the linkage, but rather just the fact that the 
n-dowments meet conditions of size n. 
Hajnal and Juhasz [9] discuss a question of P. Hamburger: If “small” subspaces 
of a space are metrizable, must the whole space be metrizable? “Small” here means 
of cardinality less than the cardinality of the space. As they point out, if one adds 
a point to the discrete space of cardinality K and gives it the co- < K topology, one 
gets a trivial counterexample. Thus one should put reasonable additional hypotheses 
on the space, such as points being of small character. They note that if all small 
subspaces of X are first countable and all points are of small character, then X is 
first countable. They then prove that if a first countable space of weakly compact 
cardinality has all of its small subspaces metrizable, then it is metrizable. On the 
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other hand, assuming V = L, there are counterexamples of cardinality K, for every 
nonweakly compact regular K. The counterexamples are simply stationary subsets 
E of K composed of ordinals of countable cofinality such that E n (Y is not stationary 
in LY for all (Y < K. 
We shall prove 
Theorem 5.2. Adjoin supercompact (weakly compact) many Cohen reals. Then spaces 
with is c (and size SC) in which every subspace of size <c is metrizable are metrizable. 
(Refer to Remark 3.6 for the definition of ? and note ?< i and so in particular 
we are including the first countable case.) 
One can raise similar questions for many other topological properties. We shall 
prove 
Theorem 5.3. Adjoin supercompact (weakly compact) many Cohen reals. 7’hen spaces 
with i s c in which every subspace of size <c is paracompact are paracompact. 
There are a variety of other properties for which the same technique works. 
Because we need them along the way rather than because they are particularly 
interesting, we shall prove such results for developability and subparacompactness. 
The reason we are considering these theorems in this paper is because they need 
only a little work in addition to the machinery we have already developed. The 
main thing we have to do is show that “not metrizable” and “not paracompact” 
are preserved by Cohen forcing. That will prove Theorem 5.3 by Theorems 2.4 and 
4.1. Theorem 5.2 needs in addition the use of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 and the 
observation that Y me&able implies w( Y) s ( Y(, and of course that Cohen forcing 
is ccc. 
Recall from the introduction that a space is metrizable if and only if it is a 
collectionwise normal Moore space. Since “unseparated” is preserved, so is the 
failure of collectionwise normality. Since the Hausdorff property involves just pairs 
of points and basic open sets, its failure is preserved by any forcing extension. 
Collectionwise normal plus Hausdorff implies regular, so to show nonmetrizability 
is preserved, it suffices to show that the failure of the covering condition (developabil- 
ity) in the definition of a Moore space is preserved. The following lemma does this 
(and a bit more that will give us the paracompactness results). It is useful to introduce 
the notation 
Lemma 5.4. Let % be an open cover of a space X. Let G be Fn(K, 2)generic over V 
and suppose that 
V[ G] F “{ Ou,: n < w} is a sequence of open covers of X, each refining a”. 
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Then, in V, there is a sequence of open covers, {Y,,: n < w}, rejning 42 such that if 
XE U E 011 and V[G] I= (3n)[st(x, a,) E U], then there is an n E w such that 
st(x, Y”) c u. 
Proof. For each n <w, fix an n-linked endowment 3, and names @, so that 
1 IF “@& is an open cover of X refining 0% and, for each n, a,,+, is an open 
cover of X refining ti,“. 
(Note that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the 021, refine previous 
ones.) For XE X let “Nr, be an open neighbourhood base at x and note that 
1 IF (3 WE Wr,)(3 U E &,)[ W c U], for each x E X and n < w. Choose therefore for 
each x E X and n < w, a maximal antichain A,, c Fn(K, 2) such that for each a E A,,, 
there is a WE u’, with a IF (3 U E %,,)[ l@c U]. It follows that for each x E X and 
n <w, there are V,,, E W’, and A:,, E LYn n [Ax,n]<w so that a IF (3 U E %n)[ px’,,, c U], 
for each a E A:,, . Define V,, = { Vx,n: x E X}. Y,, is a cover; let us show that V,, refines 
u2I. Since 1 It “02i, refines ii*‘, a IF (3 U,, E %,)(3 U E &)[ px’,,, E U,, s U], for each 
a E AL,, . Let a EAL,, and choose U E Ou and p s a such that p IF l?_ z i! Then 
by absoluteness, V,,, E U. Now suppose p E G and x E U E % are such that 
p IF (3n)[st(x, 4,) L 01. Then we may choose q E G and m < w such that, for all 
n 2 m, q It st(x, %,) G 0 Let k = max(m, ]dom 4)). For any y E X such that x E V$, 
there is an a E Ai,k such that q is compatible with a, and q u a It- ey,:k s st(x, %&) G U. 
But then for such y, V,, s U and so st(x, ‘Vk) E U. 0 
By taking % to be the collection of all open sets we see that “not developable” 
is preserved, proving Theorem 5.2. 
It is well known that in T2 spaces paracompactness is equivalent to collectionwise 
normality plus subparacompactness. For our purposes here, we define a space to be 
subparacompact if for each open cover %, there is a sequence {“u,},,, of open 
covers refining % such that for any point x there is some n with st(x, ‘3,) 5 U for 
some U E Ou. Alternate characterizations may be found e.g. in [ 11. Let % be an open 
cover in V and let {“u,},,, be the refining sequence of open covers for % in V[ G]. 
Then {v,J,i, is the required sequence in K Thus “not subparacompact” is 
preserved, proving the second theorem. 
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to examine the various weakenings of 
paracompactness and metrizability in [l] and [8] to see which of them fit into our 
general scheme. A more interesting series of questions-for which we cannot supply 
answers-is whether our results on small subspaces are consistent with 2Ko = KZ. 
Tall [22] proves that Martin’s maximum implies that first countable generalized 
ordered spaces are paracompact if all their subspaces of size K, are. 
Remark 5.5. By assuming Martin’s axiom (actually, just b = c), van Douwen [24, 
p. 1581 constructs a Moore space which is not c-collectionwise Hausdorff (hence 
not metrizable) but is such that each small subspace is collectionwise Hausdorff 
and in fact metrizable. See also [22]. 
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6. Combinatorial proofs 
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of the consistency of the normal 
Moore conjecture (assuming the consistency of a strongly compact cardinal), 
replacing the model-theoretic aspects of the proof we gave earlier with straightfor- 
ward combinatorics. The advantages of this approach are that no knowledge of 
model theory (beyond that required for forcing) is required to understand it, it can 
be used to prove similar results without large cardinals, and that it reveals to some 
extent the large cardinal character of c after a “large cardinal number” of Cohen 
or random reals is added. The disadvantages are that it is not in general as powerful 
as the approach in Section 2 and that once that approach is mastered, it is easier 
to apply. 
Definition. A cardinal K is A-compact if [A]‘” Carries a K-COIUplete fine Ldtrafilter 
(a filter 9 is Jine if (a) = {t E [A]‘“: a E t} E 9 for each (Y E A). 
It can be shown (see e.g. [12]) that a cardinal K is strongly compact iff K is 
A-compact for all A 3 K, and that K is measurable iff K is K-compact. Let YAK denote 
the closed and unbounded (cub) filter on [A]‘” (dropping the subscripts when the 
context is clear). In the next theorem we exhibit combinatorial proofs of reflection- 
type results. Some of the notation and generality is unnecessary for these particular 
results but the proof will be a prototype for subsequent generalizations. 
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a topological space such that each point has character less than 
a A-compact cardinal K. 
(a) IfA = IU 31, h w ere S is a family of subsets of X with the property that for any 
2 E [Xl<, the family 9, = { Y n Z: YE C4} can be separated in the subspace Z, then 
9 can be separated in X. 
(b) If 9 = {Y,: y < A} and 2Jz = {Y,: y E Z} can be separated for each Z E [A]<“, 
then 9~ can be separated. 
Proof. Let us prove (a) and leave to the reader the trivial changes needed to prove 
(b). Fix a base 93 for the topology on X of minimum cardinality. For each x E U 9, 
let {B(x, (Y): (Y <P~}E[!B]<~ be a neighbourhood base at x. Choose a subspace, X’, 
of X of cardinality at most IlJ 9,) . K which witnesses all pairwise intersections of 
members of %‘= U {{B(x, (Y): (Y < px}: x E lJ 9). For each Z E [X’lcK, let 
{V=(Y): YES} be a separation of 3/, in Z, i.e., V,(Y)n V,(Y’)nZ=O for Y# 
Y’E~. For each BEB’, let H(B)={ZE[X]‘“: BE V,(Y) for some YES} and 
let %‘={H(B): BE 93’). 
Now, let 3 be a K-complete fine ultrafilter on [A]<” and assume X’= A. For each 
XEU 3, U&P, H( B(x, cy)) 2 (x) E 2, hence, by the K-cOrI@eteneSS of 3, there is 
a finite F, c px (in fact F, can be a singleton) such that Lx = UaeFx H(B(x, (Y)) E 2. 
Let us show that if B, = n { B(x, a): cr E F,} for each x E IJ 94, then the collection 
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{lJ {B,: x E Y}: YE ?!J} is a separation of 9. Indeed, suppose z E B, n By for some 
x E Y, y E Y’, with Y # Y’ E 3, without loss of generality z E X’. However, if 2 is 
any member of the nonempty set {T E [A]‘“: {x,y,z}E T}nL,nL,, then z~B,n 
B,nZc V,(Y)n V,(yl)nZ=O since L,c{Z: B,!L V,(Y)} and Lys 
{Z: By’ Vz(Y’)}. 0 
Note. It is apparent in the proof of Theorem 6.1(a) that one does not require the 
full strength of 3 being an ultrafilter (or even a filter). In fact, one only requires 
that 3 has a completeness property with respect to unions from the family Z’ and 
that pairwise intersections of members of .Z’ were “large”. Therefore, the above 
proof actually proves the following very general result. 
Notation. For convenience, let (t) denote {s E [A]<“: t E s} when the A and K are 
clear from the context. 
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a topological space such that x(x, X) < p G K for each x E X 
and the weight of X is t_~. Also let 9 be a family of subsets of X such that IIJ 921) = A. 
Suppose thatforany S??G LP([A]‘“) with 1x1 Smin{p,A.p}, thereisan3~P([A]<“) 
such that 
(i) L, n L2 n ({a, P, y]) Z 0 for any L1, L2 E 9 and {a, P, r] c A, and 
(ii) ifS<pand {H,: a<6}~%such that UaCs~,=[A]‘“, then IJatFH,~T 
for some jinite F c 6, 
then 
(a) if 9, = { Y n Z: Y E 9} is separated in Zfor each Z E [ XICK, then Y is separated, 
(b) if 9’ is separated for each WE [3/l’“, then 9 is separated. 
Therefore in order to prove, for example, the consistency of “all normal Moore 
spaces are metrizable” using Theorem 6.2(a), one would need a model having a 
cardinal K with two properties: firstly, for any normal Moore space X and discrete 
family 3 with IlJ 9yl< K, 9 can be separated; and secondly, for any such space X 
with IXIZK there is a family 3 on [Xl<, satisfying (i) and (ii) in Theorem 6.2. 
We have seen in Section 1 that if G is Fn(K, 2)-generic (or _&-generic) over V for 
a regular cardinal K > c, then in V[ G], K = c satisfies the first requirement. Therefore, 
we will have proven that the consistency of the normal Moore space conjecture 
follows from the consistency of there being a strongly compact cardinal if we prove 
the following result. 
Theorem 6.3. If %! is a K-complete fine ultrajilter on [A]<” and G is Fn(K, 2)-generic 
(or &-generic), over V, then, in V[G], there is an 3~ ??([A]“) such that: 
(i) L,n L,n(t)#O for any L,, L,E.~ and tE[A]<‘, and 
(ii) if8 <c and {H,: cy < S} c [A]<’ such that UaCS H, = [A]<‘, then UatF H, E 3 
for some finite F z 6. 
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Let us delay the rather technical proof of Theorem 6.3 until some applications 
and generalizations are listed. 
Corollary 6.4. If K is ttrongly compact and G is Fn( K, 2)-generic (or .&-generic) over 
V, then 
V[ G] I= “If i(X) < c for a normal space X, then X is collectionwise normal”. 
Proof. Let A be chosen, in V, so that V[ G] + 1x1 s A. If A < K, then this follows 
from Theorem 1.4. If A 3 K, then let % be a K-complete fine ultrafilter on [A]<” and 
choose 9 as in Theorem 6.3. The result now follows from Theorem 6.2(a). 0 
Definition. We use “CWN” to abbreviate “collectionwise normal”. A space is 
K-CWN ((K, K)-CWN) if each discrete collection of size SK (with union of size 
SK) is separated. Similarly define <K-CWN and (<K, <K)-CWN. 
Corollary 6.5. If K is measurable and G is I+( K, 2)- (or &,)-generic over V, then 
V[ G] i= “ < c-CWN implies c-CWN in normal spaces of character 
less than c”. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 6.2(b) and 6.3 using the fact that K is K- 
compact. 0 
In Theorem 6.3 we began by assuming the existence of a K-complete ultrafilter 
Q over all subsets of [A]‘” and produced a linked collection 9 in the extension 
which is K-complete over all subsets of [A]<” in the sense of Theorem 6.3(ii). 
However if we reduce the completeness requirement on 2, we can do so on % as 
well. As a result, with the aid of some combinatorics given later, modifications of 
the proof of Theorem 6.3 yield the following two results which do not require such 
large cardinal assumptions. 
Theorem 6.6. Let G be Fn( K, 2)- (or .&)-generic over V, with K weakly compact. 
Then, in V[G], forany XS P([c]“) with \Xipl<c there isan.Ze P([c]“) such that: 
(i) L, n L,n (t) # 0 for any L, , L2~ 2 and t E [cl<‘, and 
(ii) if 6 <c and {L-L,: (Y <S} c %! such that Uuqs H, = [cl<‘, then UaEF H, E 2 
for some$nite F s 6. 
Theorem 6.7. Let G be Fn(K, 2)- (or A,) -generic over V and assume p < K is such 
that K<~ =K and pep < K for all p <K. Then, in V[G], for any %‘ec S([c]“) with 
1 Xl < c there is an 2 2 (e such that: 
(i) L, n L2n (t) # 0 for any L, , L*E 2’ and t E [cl<‘, and 
(ii) if 6 <p and {H,: (Y < 6)~ X such that UacS I-T, = [c]<~, then lJolEF H, E 2 
for some jinite FE 6. 
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We shall postpone the proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 until after we have given 
the proof of Theorem 6.3. Naturally, each of these results has an application similar 
to Corollary 6.4. 
Corollary 6.8. Let G be Fn( K, 2)- (or .&,)-generic over V. 
(a) IfK is weakly compact, then 
V[ G] I= ‘I If each point of a space X has character less than c, and if X is 
(<c, <c)-CWN (in particular, if X is normal), then X is (c, c)- 
C WN”. 
(b) IfKcK = K and p<’ < K for each p < K, then 
V[G] /= “Each normal space of weight less than c and character less than p 
is collectionwise normal”. 
As mentioned in the introduction, Corollary 6.8 enables us to obtain collectionwise 
normality via Cohen reals even though the space may have cardinality c. This justifies 
(retrospectively!) the Cohen real cases of [19, Theorems 5 and 81. 
We now provide a proof of Theorem 6.3. We invite the reader to pay close 
attention to the collection of subsets of [A]<“ over which the collection 55’ is required 
to be complete since this will be the main consideration in the proofs of Theorems 
6.6 and 6.7. the reader may also notice that the proof could be simplified slightly, 
however these additional minor complications are required for the proof of 
Theorem 6.7. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let 011 be a K-complete fine ultrafilter on [A]‘* and let G be 
Fn(K, 2)-generic over V Note that in V[G], [A]<‘= [A]<” and that [A]‘” n V is 
cofinal in [A]‘“. Our plan is to build 2 so that % G 2, hence _Y! will concentrate 
on [A]‘” n V and so will we. Let Zz be the family .Y of Lemma 1.1 for n = 2. 
Now, in V[ G], we define Z’. A function f from a subset of [A]‘” into [ Fn( K, 2)]‘” 
will be called sparse if, for each (Y <K, {X E [A]<“: (Y $ IJ {domp: p E f(X)}} con- 
tains some member of 011. Let .Y’ = { f E V: (3 U E “u)[f: U + 2$ and f is sparse]} 
and for f E Y”, let fc = {X E [A]<” : f(X) n G # 0). Finally, define 2 to be the upward 
closure of {fc: f E Y}. We must check (i) and (ii). 
(i) Suppose f, g are given in dip’, p E G and t E [A]<” are such that p IF fc n g, n 
(t) = 0; (clearly we can regard 2’ as a set of Fn(K, 2)-names). By sparsity 
E={X:dompnU{domq:q~f(X)ug(X)}=0}~% 
and we may choose X E E n (t) since Ou is K-complete and fine. By the property of 
Z’* there are compatible q1 E f (X) and q2 E g(X). But also since X E E, p’ = p u q1 u q2 
is a condition and p’ It- X E fc n g, n(t), which contradicts our assumption about 
p. Therefore (i) holds. 
Now suppose XE V is a collection of Fn(K, 2)-names of subsets of [A]<” n V. 
We begin the proof of (ii) by checking which finite unions from % are in 2. We 
begin working in V. Since Fn(K, 2) is ccc we may choose, for each fi E 2 and 
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X E [A]‘” n V, a countable subset, Z(fi, X), of K so that for any p E Fn( K, 2) 
p IF X E fi if and only if p]Z(Z!Z, X) IF X E %Z. 
Now let Z(Z-%)={(Y<K:{XE[A]<“: a E Z(fi, X)} E %} and note that since % is 
K-complete Z(h) is countable. Similarly, let us define, for %‘E [%‘]‘“, 
Z(R’)=l__J{Z(Z%): Z-ZER’} and for XE[~]<“, Z(YP,X)=lJ{Z(fi,X): he%“}. 
For each zE[%?]CW and each p E Fn(Z( %“), 2), let R+(Yt’, p) = 
{XE[A]<“:(~L~E~*~[F~(Z(~,X)-Z(~‘),~)]’”)[~~~I~XEU~ for each 
q E Lx]} and let 
R(X’,p)=Qn{R+(9l”,p),[A]<“-R+(%“,p)}. 
Since the function f which takes X E R+( %‘, p) to Lx is sparse it follows that the 
interpretation in V[ G] of lJ 5Y’ is in 3 if (and only if) R+( x’, p) E % for some p E G. 
Now suppose that w s P < K and that (&: LY < a) = .%. To prove (ii) it suffices 
to show that if p, I’ are such that 
plI_‘t’cc~andU{tj,:a!~L}=[A]<~nV, 
then there is a p’ < p and FE [ CT]<~ such that 
p’~t-lJ{ti,:a~F}~~and Fc? 
Again, since Fn( K, 2) is ccc we may find J = K with ]_Z] G 1~1 so that, for each (Y < a, 
q It (Y E %’ if and only if qJFn(_Z, 2) It- (Y E ? and such that 
lJ{Z(Z-Z,): a<a}c.Z. 
By the definition of Z(Z&) for (Y <w, and the fact that Q is la]+-complete we 
havethatE,={XE[A]<“:[Z(Ej,,X)-Z(Ej,)]nJ=Oforeach(y<cr}EOUandthat 
E,=n{R(%“,q): (3F~[a]‘~)[%“={&},,, and qEFn(Z(R’),2)]}E%. 
Now choose X E E,, n El and let us check the following fact. 
Fact. (VIE Fn(.Z, 2))(tlq E Fn(K -J, 2))(3p’~ Fn(.Z, 2))(3cu <a)@q’E Fn(Z(i%, 
X)-.Z,2)) such that [Pcp’lka~ ?,p’uq’I~XE&, andquq’~Fn(~-J,2)]. 
Proof. puqlt-XEiJ{ti ,:a~%‘}sowemaychooser<puqandanc~<~sothat 
r IF (a E ? and X E a,). By definition of Z, r].~ I+ (Y E ? and similarly 
r]Z(&, X) IF XE ZZ,. It follows that p’= r1.l and q’= rlZ(fi,, X)-J do the job. 
Now apply the fact repeatedly to find p 3 p. 2 p1 > . . . , {ai: i E CO} c u and 
{qi: ic w} so that 
(1) {qi: i E w} is a maximal antichain in Fn(K, 2), 
(2) for each i E o, pi E Fn(.Z, 2), qi E Fn(Z(lj,,, X) -J, 2) and pi u qi IF (Yi E P and 
XE ZZ,,. 
Note that we can accomplish (1) by keeping track of Fn(Uj<i dom qjv 2). NOW by 
Lemma1.1,thereisak~~sothat{qi:i<k}~~’.Let~={~,,;i<k)andp’=p~. 
Since P’E Fn(J, 2) and I(%?, X) - I(%“) n J = 0 it follows that p’lZ( %“) u qi It X E 
U 2” for each i < k and therefore that X E R+(Yf, p’lZ(%‘)). Since X is also in E, 
it follows that R+( %f’, p’lZ( 5%“)) E 5Y; hence p’ IF {ai: i < k} c p, this completes the 
proof of (ii) and the theorem. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 6.6. We indicate only the necessary modifications to the proof of 
Theorem 6.3. Let x = {Z-Za: (Y < K} be a collection of Fn(K, 2)-names so that for 
(Y < K, 1 tk fi, E [KICK. Rather than starting with a K-complete fine filter % as in 
Theorem 6.3 we must construct a suitable one. Recall (see e.g. [12]) that, since K 
is weakly compact, any K-COmplete filter over a ~-complete field of sets of cardinality 
K can be extended to a K-complete ultrafilter over this field of sets. Fix a collection 
{Z(fi,, X): p < K, X E [K]<“} as in Theorem 6.3. For each (Y, /? E K, let J(cr, /3) = 
{X E [K]<~: a E I(&, X)}. Choose a K-complete field of sets 9, c ~P([K]‘“) of size 
K SO that {(a): (-Y<K}U{J((Y,p): CX,PEK}E%$ and so that for each nonstationary 
FE 9, there is a C, E Ce n 9, so that F n C’, =0. Let %, c 8, be a K-complete 
ultrafilter over 5, which extends % n 9i. Now 011, allows us to define I($) for 
each p E K. For each Fe[k]‘” and PE Fn(UaEF ha, 2), define R+(F,p) = 
R+({fi,: a E F},p) where R+({Z%,: (Y E F}, p) is defined as in the proof of Theorem 
6.3. Let 9z be a K-complete field of sets of cardinality K containing %ru 
{R+(F, P): FE [KY’, P E Fd.__h I’?~, 2)). Again we may assume that each non- 
stationary member of %* is disjoint from some member of % n tF2. We choose 
0211% u 59 n 9z to be a K-complete ultrafilter on 9z and proceed with the proof of 
Theorem 6.3. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Let p, K and G be as in Theorem 6.7. Suppose p s p < K and 
V[G] b “B?s S([c]“) and I%“] = p”. Let %‘= {fiF: FE [plcw} be a collection of 
nice names so that ZZ, is the name of lJ aeFfia (where Z& = fice,) and 1 IF {fi,: (Y < 
fi} = %!‘. Fix Z(Z-Z,, X) for FE [p]‘” and X E [K]<~ as in Theorem 6.3. We can 
proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 if we can find a p-complete filter 
011 on [K]<“ such that 
(i) Q 2 %, 
(ii) for each FE [plcw there is a countable Z(ZZ,) E K with {X E 
[KICK: I( fiF, X) - Z( fiF) n p = 0) E 011 for each p E K and 
(iii) for each FE [plcw and p E Fn(Z(Z%), 2), {R+(p, FL [KI<~ - R+(P, F)In 
ou #O. 
Let us construct such a filter. Let S = {A <K: cf(A) 2~); since S is a stationary 
subset of [K]<” we shall use “X” to refer to its elements. For each X E S and 
FE [PI-‘, let J(F, X) = Z( F, X) n X and using J( F, X) in place of Z(F) define 
R+(F, p, X)={YES: (ElZ.,E&n[Fn(Z(F, Y)-J(F, X), 2]‘“)[puqlE YE 
LJ {fi,: a E F} for each q E &I}. Let R( F, p, X) be the unique element of 
{R+( F, p, X), S - R+( F, p, X)} which contains X. Now let us define, for X E S 
and FE [p]‘” and p E Fn(J( F, X), 2), U( F, X, p) = { YE S: J( F, Y) = J( F, X)} n 
R(F,p, X). It suffices to find a set {X,: FE [p]‘“}~ S such that % = 
{ u(F, X,, P): FE [PI’“, p E Fn(.Z(F, X,), 2)) generates a p-complete filter since 
then Z(F) = J(F, X,) works for this filter. 
Suppose then that there is no such set {X F: FE [plcw} c S. It follows then that 
for each X E S, there is some T = {F,: a < t(X) < p} c [plcw such that NT = 
n {ZJ(F,, S, ~1: a < ~3x1 and P E Fn(J(F,, WI) . IS not stationary. But since X E NT 
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(since X is always in U( F, X, p)) it follows that S = lJ {NT: T E [[p]‘“]‘“} contra- 
dicting that pep <K and that S is stationary. 0 
Remark 6.9. The above proof is really a result of Carlson’s concerning regressive 
functions (see [2]). 
Remark 6.10. The hypothesis that K is a regular in Theorem 6.8 is essential. Watson 
[25] constructs a separable normal noncollectionwise Hausdorff space of weight <c 
in the model obtained by forcing with Fn(K,, 2). (Note that in that model, c = K,,, .) 
7. Historical remarks 
Supercompact cardinals were introduced in [ 171; weakly compact cardinals date 
back to [4]. Master conditions are first found in [13] and Silver’s work expounded 
in [14]. The first use of a forcing, reflection, and preservation argument is in [15]. 
Fleissner was the first to suggest an iterated forcing plus reflection proof of the 
consistency of the normal Moore space conjecture, using random reals. This 
appeared in an early version of [5] in 1982. There were difficulties in the “<” part 
of the proof, however. Before these were corrected, Tall and Weiss learned of Dow’s 
proof of Lemma 1.0 and proved the “<” part (Theorem 1.4) using Cohen reals. 
The short sketch of a reflection argument in [5] seemed inadequate so Tall wrote 
up an elementary embedding argument in [18]. The present considerably shorter 
version owes much to discussions with M. Magidor. Fleissner has withdrawn the 
claim in [5] that a “strong” cardinal suffices for the reflection argument. It rapidly 
became clear that the Cohen real proof with minor modifications worked for random 
reals. Fleissner has now published what he calls an “axiom + combinatorics” (rather 
than a forcing plus reflection) proof [6]. 
The proofs in Section 6 are due to Dow, except for Theorem 6.1, versions of 
which were known to Tall and to Fleissner. Carlson’s work [2] on weak measure 
extension axioms laid the groundwork for this approach. 
The fact that random real forcing preserves “unseparated” is due to Taylor [23], 
in the case of points. Tall then raised the question of what other partial orders 
possess what we now call “endowments” and their generalizations. M. Bell in 1982 
informed Tall and Weiss of Dow’s work on remote filters, leading to the present work. 
In conclusion we should like to thank the many mathematicians who have offered 
suggestions for improving the exposition of our results, in particular the referee and 
Jerry Vaughan. 
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